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To:  Joint Audit Committee 
Date: 20th March 2018 

From: Health and Safety Service 
Title:          REORT 2: June 2017 to October 2017 
 

INTRODUCTION 

This report provides a general health and safety update, information on the review of the 
Force Incident & Assault Management Systems and overview of the incident & assault data 
for: 01-Jun-17 to 31-Oct-17 

FORCE INCIDENT & ASSAULT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
1.1 ERP UPDATE – The ‘Safety-Process Mapping’ element for each force is now complete 

and discussion on how to configure this data into a single safety system began at a 
Tri-Force design meeting held in August.  

1.2 Surrey Custody also attended this meeting where it was agreed the ERP safety 
element could incorporate the Custody Adverse Incident reporting. 

1.3 Each Force are continuing to support the ERP Team in the design of the single system, 
with a meeting to review a ‘high-level’ version of the proposed system planned for 
16th November.  

GENERAL HEALTH AND SAFETY UPDATE 
2.1 ATOMIC WEAPONS ESTABLISHMENT (AWE) - Follow up visit – Compliance with the        

Ionising Radiation Regulations 1999. (IRR99) 

AWE visited Sussex Police on 21st August to conduct a follow up inspection after their 
initial visit in 2014 and their subsequent report and reconditions. They were escorted 
to various sites across the Sussex Police estate where we store and maintain the 
related equipment. We received their final report at the end of October which showed 
our compliance as being very good and have only made a couple 
observations/recommendations which are being addressed, one of which is the 
training and appointment of Radiation Protection Supervisors (RPS) as required in the 
Regulations. We have 3 persons attending the next RPS Course at the CBRN Counter 
Terrorist Training Centre, Ryton in February 2018. 

2.2 SURREY CUSTODY – PROPERTY SAFETY REVIEWS - The roll out of Property Safety within   
Surrey Custody is ongoing and has focussed initially on compliance with fire safety 
and water hygiene arrangements. Visits have taken place to Staines, Salford’s and 
Guildford Custody suites.  

2.3 SUSSEX CUSTODY – PEOPLE SAFETY REVIEWS - The roll out of People Safety within 
Sussex Custody has begun and initial meetings have been held at each Suite Brighton, 
Chichester, Crawley, Eastbourne, Hastings and Worthing. 
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These meetings have focussed initially on compliance with management 
arrangements, incident/assault and adverse incident reporting and risk assessment.  

Once all suites have completed the review a single ‘CUSTODY – HSMS Action Plan’ 
shall be created. 

The Property Safety Review of Hasting’s Custody Suite has resulted in its temporary 
closure while fire safety improvements works are undertaken, this is being managed 
by Gold Group ‘Op Justice.’ This demonstrates the importance of the new safety 
management arrangements in ensuring the organisation’s compliance in high and very 
high risk areas.  

NATIONAL ISSUES 

3.1 No national issues to report. 

INITIATIVES 

4.1 HSMS TOOLKITS - A new information toolkit has been developed providing simple and 
easy to understand guidance for the following topic: 

 CONFINED SPACES 

 CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY ROAD 

These toolkits will soon be available on the health and safety intranet pages and 
copies can be requested from the health and safety team. 

 

INCIDENT & ASSAULT SUMMARY                                   01-Jun-17 to 31-Oct-17 

SUSSEX  

5.1 ‘Assaults’ & ‘Restraint-Struggle’ continue to be the main cause of injury for officers 
and ‘Hot Liquid/Steam’ from zip boilers/hot drinks and ‘Other Type of Accident’ 
involving individual related injuries for staff. 

5.2 The Staff Safety Teams are progressing with the monthly analysis of assaults, with 
the team advising: 

‘A high percentage of kicks, spitting’s, bites and head-butts are being recorded during 
various stages of D/P transport.  I would like to look at this as a new theme for Cycle 
1 refresher training.  Focussing on how we can raise awareness, provide practice for 
officers and looking at the best options to use when transporting’.  

5.3 (32) RIDDOR’s have been reported over this period. Of particular note: 

- Assaulted (3)  

(1) During arrest subject commenced to physically assault the IP punched / kicked 
repeatedly resulting in being knocked unconscious with minor cuts to facial area. 

- Awkward Movement (10) 
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(1)  In pursuit of subject slipped on pavement and fell in left wrist and knee 
resulting in fractured wrist. 

- Fell from height (including stairs) (3) 

(1) Chasing subject over land tripped and fell down onto a pile of cut branches. One 
of the branches has stuck into IPs armpit causing a laceration requiring 4 stitches. 

- Handling, lifting or carrying person (1) 

(1) Lifting non-compliant subject into prison van resulting in swollen muscles in back 

- Hot Liquid or steam (1) 

(1) DP seen in cell by IP who was custody officer. DP approached IP and deliberately 
and intentionally threw a cup of boiling hot tea in face and chest. Shoulder, chest 
and scapula injured resulting in blistering and pain.  

- Method of entry (1) 

(1) Officer attending as MOE officer. On climbing stairs to enforce internal door 
ankle has gone underneath potentially stepped on hazard on stairs resulting in 
fracture to ankle. 

- Other (2) 

(1) Above IPs work station there is a very bright coloured mood lighting strip, this 
has been turned off for the last 2 years and recently it was turned on again and has 
caused issues with glare in the CCTV area. This has resulting in Inflammation of the 
optic nerve causing eye pain and headaches – for note IP only has sight in one eye. 

- Restraint/Struggle (5) 

(1) IP were called to court to arrest a subject who was being released, however was 
wanted. During arrest subject resisted and whilst the IP was attempting a straight 
arm bar takedown the suspect flailed his arms resulting in displaced break in IPs 
hand. 

- RTC (2) 

(1) IP attending a report of a car vs telegraph pole. On arrival marked unit saw 
incident and noted cables were on the ground. They parked their marked police 
vehicle and illuminated all the blue lights, also displayed a keep right sign. They took 
control of the carriageway wearing hi-vis equipment. The directed a vehicle past the 
scene. This vehicle had a top box on the roof. Officers were not aware that there was 
a cable still going across the carriageway. This cable ripped the top box off the car, 
the top box then struck the officer on the head resulting in fractured skull. 

- Slip, trip fall on same level (2) 
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(1) IP was walking across the rear car park of Horsham Police Station and noticed 
that there were some small stones/large pebbles on the ground. Unfortunately IP 
trod on which caused ankle to turn over quite severely resulting in fracture to ankle. 

- Training; JRFA (1) Public Order (1) 

(1) Shield training, retreating then running forward. As IP ran forward felt a pop in 
right calf and a tearing sensation. Resulting in not being able to walk on my right 
foot. 

-  (316) Minor injury forms have been reported. Of particular note: 

(4) Needle Stick Injury – (2) whilst searching bag and carefully removing items IP 
was struck by needle went through gloves. (1) Unknown prick to finger whilst in 
attendance at scene where needles present. (1) During arrest cut to finger by either 
needle or metal spoon of user. 

(44) Forms received relating to Restraint Struggle (11) at Police Premises (6) On 
Non Police Premises (19) In a Public Place. 

(17) Forms received relating to slip; trip; falls (8) at police premises; (2) at non-
domestic premises (7) In a Public Place. 

(7) Forms received relating to Bodily Fluids; (4) Spat in face (1) Small cuts on hand 
potential BBV (2) Blood Spat into face. 

(6) Forms received relating to Exposure to Harmful Chemicals; (3) House Fire 
Potential exposure to asbestos (2) Mould and Mildew remover made contact with 
hands and arm of one IP and dripped in eye of other IP (being used by subject to 
self-harm) (1) Shortly after using the 'soap' IP sensed the strong smell of 
disinfectant – Had been incorrectly filled up by contractor. 

 

5.4 (82) Near Miss have been reported over this period. Of particular note: 

(4) Forms received relating to Bodily Fluids; (1) Subject spat blood into IP face. 

(3) Dangerous Occurrence; (1) Metal Cladding fell from building (1) BB Guns left in 
holding store with no red tags (1) No lighting at back of Police Station, persons found 
sleeping in the back door area. 

(1) Unsafe Act; un-intentional discharge of weapon. 

(1) Captor Spray; during struggle stuck by captor spray in face. 

(1) Injured by dog (non-police); whilst providing CPR to victim IP was bitten by 
victims dog. 

INCIDENT & ASSAULT - DATA OVERVIEW 
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6.1 Statistics 

 

 

Jun-17 to Oct-17 
SUSSEX 

Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 

TOTAL Employees 
- No. Officers (incl. Specials) 

- No. Staff (incl. PCSO’s) 

4911 
2676 
2235 

4907 
2676 
2231 

4888 
2665 
2223 

4896 
2682 
2214 

4897 
2675 
2222 

1 TOTAL Injuries 
(incl. UoF resulting in injury) 

74 81 81 54 66 

2 TOTAL Assaults  
(incl. assaults no injury) 39 38 45 27 44 

3 TOTAL Near Miss 20 12 21 8 21 

4 TOTAL Absence and 
Restricted Days (Injury) 

 
62 
15 

 
49 
34 

 
66 

114 

 
56 
35 

 
22 
47 

5 
Incidence Rate 
Injuries per 1000 employees 
(1&2) 

23 24 25 16 22 

6 

RIDDOR DATA 
- Over 7 Days Absence 

or Restricted Duties 
- Specified Injury 
- Dangerous Occurrence 
- MOP Taken to Hospital 

8 

8 
0 
0 
0 

8 

8 
0 
0 
0 

6 

3 
3 
0 
0 

6 

5 
1 
0 
0 

3 

1 
2 
0 
0 

7 TOTAL Arrests (Primary) 2167 2289 2215 2110 No data 

8 TOTAL Custody Adverse 
Incidents 

70 63 46 62 56 

9 

Civil Claims (Injuries) 
- Total Claims Received 
- Claims Reserve Set (£) 
- Total Claims Closed 
- Costs Paid 

2 
£10k 

1 
£48.00 

0 
£00 

0 
£00 

1 
£5k 

0 
£00 

 

0 
£00 

1 
£100k 

 

0 
£00 

0 
£00 

NB The injury-assault data may be subject to minor change after final review and 
closure of late submission and ongoing absence/restricted duty reports. 
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6.2 MAT – Total Incidents 

 

6.3 MAT – Total Assaults 

Jun-17 to Oct-17 SUSSEX 

1. 

 Total Injuries & Assaults (353) 

Top Five 
‘Incident 
Type’ for 
TOTAL 
injuries 

- Assault (131) 
- Restraint-Struggle (48) 
- Slip; Trip; Fall (15) 
- Awkward Movement (30) 
- Training ALL (23)  

2. 

 Total RIDDOR (31) 

RIDDOR 
‘Incident 
Types’ 

- Assaulted (3) 
- Awkward Movement (10) 
- Fell from Height (3) 
- Handling; Lifting; Carrying (1) 
- Hot Liquid/Steam (1) 
- MOE (1) 
- Another type of accident (2) 
- Restraint-Struggle (4) 
- Slip; Trip; Fall same level (2) 
- RTC – (2) 
- Training Public Order (1) 
- Training JRFA (1) 
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